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Abstract
Automated approaches to analyze sports video content have been heavily explored 
in the last few decades to develop more informative and effective solutions for 
replay detection, shot classification, key-events detection, and summarization. Shot 
transition detection and classification are commonly applied to perform temporal 
segmentation for video content analysis. Accurate shot classification is an indispen-
sable requirement to precisely detect the key-events and generate more informative 
summaries of the sports videos. The current state-of-the-art have several limita-
tions, i.e., use of inflexible game-specific rule-based approaches, high computational 
cost, dependency on editing effects, game structure, and camera variations, etc. In 
this paper, we propose an effective decision tree architecture for shot classification 
of field sports videos to address the aforementioned issues. For this purpose, we 
employ the combination of low-, mid-, and high-level features to develop an inter-
pretable and computationally efficient decision tree framework for shot classifica-
tion. Rule-based induction is applied to create various rules using the decision tree 
to classify the video shots into long, medium, close-up, and out-of-field shots. One 
of the significant contributions of the proposed work is to find the most reliable rules 
that are least unpredictable for shot classification. The proposed shot classification 
method is robust to variations in camera, illumination conditions, game structure, 
video length, sports genre, broadcasters, etc. Performance of our method is evalu-
ated on YouTube dataset of three different genre of sports that is diverse in terms 
of length, quantity, broadcasters, camera variations, editing effects and illumination 
conditions. The proposed method provides superior shot classification performance 
and achieves an average improvement of 6.9% in precision and 9.1% in recall as 
compared to contemporary methods under above-mentioned limitations.
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1 Introduction

Sports broadcasters generate enormous amount of video content due to the massive 
viewership of different sports around the globe. According to the statistics, more 
than half of the worlds population (around 3.6 billion) watched the 2018 mens 
soccer world cup [1], whereas the viewership of the 2019 mens cricket world cup 
reached to 2.6 billion worldwide [2]. We experience similar rise in viewership pat-
tern in other sports around the globe. Manual analysis and processing of such enor-
mous video content is challenging. Therefore, there is a strong need to develop auto-
mated methods for effective management of such massive sports videos available in 
the cyberspace. Sports videos content has been investigated for many years to pro-
vide various applications such as video content retrieval [3], indexing [4], browsing 
[5], shot classification [6–8] and summarization [9–11].

Shot classification is performed to segment the input video into different shots 
based on the camera views (i.e., long, medium, close-up, etc.). Effective shot clas-
sification is required to detect the key-events in sports videos that are then used to 
generate the highlights. Broadcasters are unable to analyze the sports videos for 
various applications in real-time due to semi-automated solutions. We aim to pro-
cess and analyze the sports videos at real-time that will facilitate the coaches and 
players to review the recent performances during breaks/half-times in the game.

Video segmentation is a preliminary step in sports video analysis that is per-
formed to detect the transitions between different video shots. Shot transition/
boundary detection is performed to achieve temporal video segmentation that 
splits the video into separate shots and thus makes the process of video analyt-
ics more convenient. Shot boundary detection can be performed in various ways 
such as pixel-wise difference comparison, histogram difference comparison, edge 
change ratio comparison, etc. Pixel difference-based approaches [12, 13] are sen-
sitive to camera motion that makes it less feasible for shot detection in sports 
videos where we experience extensive camera motion frequently. Performance 
of pixel difference-based techniques for shot boundary detection in sports vid-
eos are not up-to the mark and urge researchers to find more effective solutions. 
Edge change ratio-based approaches [14] are also used to detect shot boundaries 
by comparing edge change ratio between successive frames. The performance of 
edge-based approaches degrades in case of minor difference in edge change ratio 
between the two frames belonging to different shots. To address the limitations of 
pixel difference-based and edge change ratio-based approaches, comparative dif-
ference of histogram-based approaches [4, 15] has also been proposed. Histogram 
difference comparison between successive frames is a better approach for shot 
boundary detection in sports videos as it is independent of the camera motion.

Shot classification is usually performed after shot boundary detection to infer 
the semantics that are useful to classify the scenes and detect high-level events in 
the input videos. Existing shot classification approaches categorize the views into 
long, medium and close-up/out-field shots.

Existing approaches [15–18] on shot classification have used various fea-
tures such as color, shape, edges, textures, motion, etc. Among visual features, 
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color-based features are the most important for sports video contents analysis. 
For example, grass color pixel ratio is the most commonly used color feature for 
shot classification in sports video. Color pixel ratio was used in [15] to classify 
the shots among long, medium, and close-up views. Grass color pixels ratio can 
offer reasonable results to detect close-up shots as its low value indicates close-up 
shots, however, medium shots with high grass pixel ratio can be misinterpreted as 
long shots. This method [15] used grass color pixel ratio distribution of selected 
segments of frames to train a Bayesian classifier to distinguish between medium 
and long shots. In [17], grass color pixels were used to apply rule-based thresh-
olding for long shots detection in soccer videos. This method [17] has limited 
utility due to its ability to determine only one category of shot. Grass color pixel 
ratio was also used in [18] to classify various shots for soccer videos.

Existing approaches [19–21] for shot classification have also used motion features 
in combination with color features for shot classification in the input sports videos. 
In [19], color and motion features were used to create an 11-dimensional feature 
vector, consisting of grass pixel color ratio and background motion features, that was 
fed to C4.5 decision tree for shot classification. Edge and motion features were used 
in [20] to train a support vector machine to classify various shots for tennis videos. 
A feature vector consisting of five edge distribution detectors and two optical flow 
features was created and fed to SVM for shot classification. These approaches have 
dependency on the motion variation of various shots. Similarly, color features were 
used in combination of texture features using radial basis decomposition and Gabor 
wavelets on SVM to classify the scene in field sports videos [21].

Shot classification problem has also been addressed using the low-level features 
in combination with mid-level features. In [11] a unified framework was proposed 
through employing supervised learning to perform a top down shot classification 
for sports videos. A nonparametric feature space analysis was performed to map 
low-level features consisting of color, texture, motion, and shot length into mid-level 
attributes such as motion entropy, active region, field shape, camera motion pat-
terns, and shot pace that were then used for shot classification in sports videos. In 
[7], dominant color was used in combination of player size to classify the shots of 
soccer videos in long, medium, and close-up shots. Finally, Bayesian network was 
employed to detect the key-events for video summarization. Similarly, in [22] low-
level features were used in combination of mid-level features to classify the shots 
in soccer videos. More specifically, in-field shots were filtered from the input video 
in the first stage. Later, a number of connected components and shirt color in verti-
cal and horizontal strips were extracted from the in-field shots and used to train the 
SVM for shot classification.

Existing techniques also combined domain knowledge with low-level features to 
classify the shots in sports videos. In [23], play field color distribution and histogram 
were used in combination with domain knowledge to index key-frames for scene 
classification of tennis and baseball videos. Histogram difference comparison was 
used to detect the serving scenes in tennis videos. Face detection was used for close-
up scene classification. Hue and saturation values were used to determine the skin 
color. If the detected skin color pixels of a region exceeded a specified threshold, 
then it was declared as a close-up shot. This method [23] has a limitation of false 
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skin pixels detection for clay courts region in tennis videos and pitch field region in 
baseball videos. Likewise, Chen [24] used field color distribution, color histogram 
similarity, and color-based object location verification to detect scenes and events in 
tennis and baseball videos.

The ability of deep learning frameworks to automatically compute optimal fea-
tures and train the network for classification has motivated research community to 
explore its benefits for shot classification. In [6], a deep learning feature fusion-
based method was proposed to classify the shot types using the camera zoom and 
out-field information. CNN was used in [16] to classify the basketball videos into 
long and close-up shots.

Existing state-of-the-art [6, 16–19] has several limitations. The genre-specific 
methods [17–19, 25] have limited applicability, and dedicated algorithm implemen-
tation is required to support any other sports genre. Moreover, some approaches 
[15, 17] only use either few low- or high-level features to obtain reasonable accu-
racy. However, recent developments suggest that the combination of low- and high-
level features achieves significant performance boost. Additionally, many existing 
approaches [6, 16] are computationally intensive and unsuitable for real-time appli-
cations. Existing shot classification methods also have dependency on camera vari-
ations, illumination conditions, game structure, shot speed, sports genre, broadcast-
ers, etc. To address all these aforementioned challenges, we propose a decision tree 
framework for shot classification of field sports videos.

The major contributions of the proposed method are as follows:

– Effective fusion of different low-, mid-, and high-level features to design a deci-
sion tree framework for accurate shot classification of field sports videos.

– Rule-based induction is applied to create various rules from the decision tree to 
classify the video shots into long, medium, close-up, and out-of-field shots.

– One of the contributions of the proposed work is to find the most reliable rules 
that are least unpredictable for shot classification of the sports videos.

– The proposed method is robust to illumination conditions, different ground and 
pitch fields, variations in camera and motion, shot speed, game genre and struc-
ture, etc.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect.  2 presents the proposed shot 
boundary detection method. Section 3 discusses the proposed decision tree frame-
work for shot classification. Section  4 provides a comprehensive analysis of the 
results and different experiments that are designed to evaluate the performance of 
the proposed method. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the proposed work and provides a 
brief discussion on the future prospects.

2  Shot boundary detection

Shot boundary detection is commonly applied to perform video segmentation by 
observing either abrupt or gradual transitions between consecutive frames. In our 
method, abrupt transitions are detected to partition the input sports videos into 
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various shots. The general theme is to detect the difference between the frames 
represented by either the local features (e.g., SIFT, LBP, and kernel density esti-
mation) [26, 27] or global features (i.e., color histograms, color correlograms and 
texture patterns) [28–30]. As the techniques employing local features for frame 
representation are sensitive to zooming and camera position, therefore, their prac-
tical applications are very limited. Hence, in the proposed work shot bounda-
ries are detected by histogram comparison of luminance (grayscale) component 
between the consecutive frames. The process flow of the proposed shot boundary 
detection method is presented in Fig. 1.

The input sports video is transformed into grayscale representation during pre-
processing. The histogram of each grayscale frame is computed. Frames signify 
different shots if their histograms illustrate a prominent difference over the gray-
scale intensities. Difference of the histograms is computed as (Eq. 1):

where Di represents the obtained difference while Hj(i) and Hj+1(i) represents the 
consecutive histograms with B bins. The value of Di will be small (i.e., less than a 
threshold) for the frames having similar shots and vice versa. The intensity histo-
gram difference shows minimal value in case of continuous video frames, illumina-
tion variations and prominent movements as compared to abrupt transitions where 
its values shoot. This feature makes the intensity histogram difference a perfect tech-
nique to detect cuts in videos by utilizing a suitable threshold value. In the proposed 
work, first- and second-order statistics are applied to calculate the threshold value as 
described in Eq. (2):

where �h and �h represents the first- and second-order statistics of the histogram of 
each frame respectively. The parameter is a positive integer value in the range of 3 

(1)Di =

B∑
i=1

|Hj(i) − Hj+1(i)|

(2)Tsbd = �h + ps�h

Fig. 1  Process flow of proposed shot boundary detection
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to 6 in the implementation of the proposed work. The designed experiments have 
obtained the most optimal results in this range.

3  Shot classification

Shots classification is usually applied after shot boundary detection to label each 
shot. Shot class information is commonly used in combination with some low-level 
features to express useful semantics regarding the video content. Shots are usually 
categorized into long, medium and close-up views in general [15]; however, in case 
of sports videos, the shots can be categorized into various classes [31]. The pro-
posed method classifies the sports videos into long, medium, close-up, and out-of-
field/crowd shots as shown in Table 1. The detail of the proposed framework is pre-
sented here.

3.1  Grass and pitch field detection

The input sports videos are transformed from RGB to HSV color space [13] to take 
the advantage of processing the chrome and luminance components separately. 
Additionally, the distribution of color in HSV color space is uniform that makes 
the color processing more convenient in HSV color space. The Hue component is 
extracted from HSV color space for each frame and analyzed further to determine 
the grass field and pitch field pixels color. In the proposed method, a histogram is 
plotted for the hue component of each frame in the dataset videos during training. 
The dataset videos created for shot classification is diverse in illumination condi-
tions (i.e., daylight, artificial light matches), length, sports genre, etc. It has been 
observed after analyzing the histograms of cricket and baseball videos that it contain 
two dominant ranges of peaks, one each for grass field and pitch field pixels. Hence, 
histograms of baseball and cricket videos are bimodal, whereas the histogram of 
soccer is unimodal as shown in Fig. 2; grass field pixel distribution is encircled with 
red dotted arrow, whereas pixel field pixel distribution is encircled with green arrow.

The histogram of the hue component is analyzed to determine the color dis-
tribution for grass and pitch field pixels during the training stage. We performed 
the histogram analysis of the entire video dataset to determine the search space of 
color bins for both the grass field pixels and pitch field pixels. We used 256 bins 
to generate the histogram of each frame of given video and done it for all videos 

Table 1  Shots categorization

Shot category Details

Long shot Presents global view of the field
Medium shot Presents zoomed view (i.e., full player body)
Close-up shot Presents zoomed-in view (i.e., above-waist 

view of players)
Out-of-field/crowd shot Presents audience/out-field view
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in the dataset. As mentioned earlier, that we obtain a unimodal histogram for soc-
cer and bimodal for cricket and baseball due to massive number of pitch field pix-
els along with the grass field pixels. We plotted the average of these two bimodal 
histogram distributions for the entire video dataset. The ranges of bins 40–70 for 
grass field pixels and 10–35 for pitch field pixels are obtained through this initial 
histogram analysis conducted on all videos of our dataset. The proposed approach 
calculates the histogram peak index, gpeak and ppeak for grass and pitch field by 
analyzing the histogram of hue component in these observed ranges. These peaks 
are then used to compute the grass field and pitch field pixels distributions. The 
peaks are identified after computing the average of histogram peaks on all frames 
of different videos and sports genre of the dataset. The peak is included for aver-
aging if the histogram peak exceeds the threshold Tpeak . gpeak is detected at bin, b 
= 56, and ppeak is detected at bin, b = 26. Since the search space is small for Tpeak , 
therefore, we performed a brute force technique to compute the threshold Tpeak . 
We performed this experiment on different values of Tpeak (i.e., 3000, 4000, 5000, 
6000, 7000, 8000). We obtained the best results on Tpeak set to 6000. Therefore, in 
the proposed work, we used Tpeak = 6000 for experimentation.

In the proposed method, an interval (gmin ≤ gpeak ≤ gmax) is computed for 
grass field pixels, and second interval is defined for pitch field pixels that is 
(pmin ≤ ppeak ≤ pmax) . gmin and pmin are identified by finding the lowest bins in the 
range of 40 to 70 and 10 to 35, respectively, that exceeds the threshold Tpeak over 
all frames of various sports videos during training. Similarly, gmax and pmax are 
detected by finding the highest bin in the same ranges and threshold described 
above. The interval (gmin ≤ gpeak ≤ gmax) is detected at bins, b = 48 to b = 64 and 
(pmin ≤ ppeak ≤ pmax) at histogram bins, b = 18 to b = 34 in the proposed method.

Fig. 2  Histogram peak analysis for ground field pixels and pitch field pixels of cricket (a), baseball (b), 
and soccer (c) videos
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3.2  Feature extraction for shot classification

Effective feature extraction is a key requirement for optimal shot classification. 
The proposed method uses some innovative features like upper body detector in 
combination of commonly used features, i.e., grass field color pixels, pitch field 
pixel ratio, edge pixels ratio, people detector, etc., to perform shot classification 
of sports videos.

3.2.1  Grass field pixel ratio (GFPR)

The dominant field color is a key attribute for video content analysis of field 
sports. The field color is dependent on the illumination conditions, different sta-
diums, and grass color. As described in Sect.  3.1 earlier, grass field pixels are 
computed by identifying an interval (gmin ≤ gpeak ≤ gmax) . Each frame of the input 
sports video is transformed in HSV color space and hue component is analyzed 
to compute the grass field pixels ratio (GFPR). We created a rule to determine the 
grass field counter gcount . More specifically, the hue value of each pixel is scanned 
and gcount is incremented if the corresponding pixel lie in the interval [gmin gmax] 
as:

where I(i)(r, c, 1) represents the hue component of ith frame of the input sports 
video. Finally, GFPR is computed as follows:

where ptotal is the total number of pixels in any given video frame.

3.2.2  Pitch field pixel ratio (PFPR)

The proposed method uses pitch field pixels ratio (PFPR) in combination with 
other features to classify between the long and medium shots in cricket and base-
ball videos. Since the grounds in cricket and baseball contains pitch area for bat-
ting and bowling, therefore, pitch field pixel color is used in the proposed work to 
classify various shots.

The pitch field color is a useful descriptor to classify various shots in cricket 
and baseball videos. Like ground field color, pitch field color also depends on dif-
ferent stadiums, and illumination conditions that change under different weather 
conditions.

As described in Sect. 3.1 earlier, pitch field pixels are computed by identifying 
an interval (pm i n ≤ ppeak ≤ pm a x) . Each frame of the input sports video is trans-
formed in HSV color space and hue component is analyzed to compute the PFPR 
like GFPR. Again we create a rule to determine the pitch field counter pcount . 

RGFC =

{
gcount + +, if gmin ≤ I(i)(r, c, 1) ≤ gmax

gcount, Otherwise

(3)GFPR =
gcount

ptotal
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More specifically, each pixel is scanned to analyze the hue value, and pcount is 
incremented if the corresponding pixel lie in the interval [pmin pmax] as follows:

Finally, PFPR is computed as follows:

3.2.3  Edge pixel ratio (EPR)

Ground field pixels ratio solely is not sufficient to clearly distinguish between the 
close-up and out-of-field/crowd shots. False alarm rate increases significantly 
for close-up shots if GFPR is analyzed only to classify between the close-up and 
out-of-field shots. It has been observed that the out-of-field/crowd shots contain 
more edges as compared to close-up shots due to the presence of many people and 
objects. Therefore, edge pixel ratio is used in combination with GFPR in the pro-
posed method to classify between the close-up and out-of-field/crowd shots. This 
fusion of features increases the accuracy of the proposed method in terms of accu-
rate classification between the close-up and out-of-field/crowd shots. Canny edge 
detector [32] is employed to compute the edges in each frame. EPR is computed by 
comparing edge pixels to the total number of pixels in each frame.

3.2.4  Histogram of oriented gradients

Sports videos contain prominent footages of players and referees in medium and 
close-up shots/views. Therefore, people detector/detection (PD) is used in the pro-
posed method to detect the full body view of the player/referee in the long and 
medium shots. Histograms of oriented gradient features [33, 34] are used to train the 
SVM classifier [35] that is then used to detect the players in an upright position in 
the input sports video.

Each video frame is initially processed by normalizing the gamma and color 
values during the pre-processing stage. Gaussian smoothing is applied on this nor-
malized image followed by a 2-D derivative operator ( 2 × 2 Robert Cross gradient 
operator, and 3 × 3 Sobel operator) [36] to compute the gradient. Gradients are com-
puted for each color channel and the one with the largest norm is taken as the pixels 
gradient vector. The orientation bins are created by making each pixel to compute a 
weighted vote for an edge orientation histogram channel. The votes are gathered into 
orientation bins over local spatial regions, labeled as cells. These cells are grouped 
into spatial blocks followed by applying the normalization on each block separately. 
Histogram of gradient feature vectors are extracted from the detector window tiled 
with a grid of overlapping blocks. The size of the detection window stride is selected 
as 8 × 8 in the proposed work. Finally, human classification is achieved by feeding 
the combined vectors into a linear SVM classifier.

RPFC =

{
pcount + +, if pmin ≤ I(i)(r, c, 1) ≤ pmax

pcount, Otherwise

(4)PFPR =
pcount

ptotal
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3.2.5  Haar‑based features

Close-up shots depict the above-waist view of players in the sports videos that pre-
sent the facial exposure of the players prominently. Face detector (FD) is an impor-
tant feature that can be used in combination with other features to detect the close-
up shots. In the proposed method, a new descriptor, upper body detector (UBD) is 
also used in combination of face detector to effectively classify among various shot 
categories. Haar-based features [37] are used for face and upper body detection. 
Haar-based features consider adjacent rectangular areas at an explicit position in a 
detection window followed by adding the intensities in each area and compute the 
difference between these added intensities. This difference is then used to classify 
subsections of an image. It is a common observation that the eyes region in the face 
is darker than the cheeks region. Therefore, for face detection, Haar features consist 
of a set of two adjacent rectangles that lie above the eye and cheek region. The loca-
tion of these adjacent rectangles is defined relative to a detection window that acts as 
a bounding box to the target object. These Haar-based features [37] are used to train 
a classifier. Integral image representation is used to compute features quickly. Ada-
Boost algorithm is applied to create a classifier by picking a small collection of fea-
tures. The computation speed of the detector is increased significantly by integrating 
complex classifiers consecutively in a cascade structure.

3.2.6  Object scale (OS)

The scale of objects can be used effectively to analyze the sports videos for shot 
classification. Long view consists of players footage in small scale as compared to 
medium and close-up shots where the object scale appears larger. The proposed 
method transforms each input video frame into binary image. Connected component 
labeling via 8-connectivity is applied to label all the components. The connected 
components (blobs) of significantly huge size are filtered and used in the proposed 
method for shot classification. Each blob is compared against a specified threshold 
Tblob . If the size of a blob in terms of number of pixels exceeds Tblob then the corre-
sponding blob is retained in the image else it is discarded. Tblob is set to 15,000 after 
extensive experimentation in the proposed method as optimal results are achieved on 
this threshold in our implementation.

3.3  Decision tree framework for shot classification

In the proposed work, a multi-layer decision tree is created using the feature set 
consisting of GFPR, EPR, PFPR, OS, FD, UBD and PD for shot classification. 
The reason to adopt decision trees for shot classification is twofold. First, the 
ability of decision trees to mimic the human thinking makes it easy to gener-
ate rules for data analysis and interpretation. Second, data preparation for deci-
sion trees is relatively easy and can handle both numerical and categorical data. 
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In addition, decision tree framework is computationally efficient as compared to 
other classifiers like SVM or CNN, which makes them more suitable for real-time 
applications. The structure of the decision tree is shown in Fig. 3.

Rule-based induction is applied to design various knowledge-based rules to 
classify the shots among long, medium, close-up and out-of-field shots. Entropy 
is computed against each rule to filter the rules that are least unpredictable in 
terms of classifying among various shot categories as described earlier. The input 
sports video is already partitioned into various shots via shot boundary detection 
as discussed in Sect.  2. Frames from each video shot are processed further to 
classify each frame among long, medium, close-up and out-of-field shots/views. 
Finally, a majority voting scheme is applied to label each video shot with the 
class of shot belonging to majority of frames. As it is evident from Fig.  3 that 
there exist many paths from the root node to the leaf nodes. Each path creates 
a rule that is analyzed to determine the predictability of each rule in terms of 
shot classification. The most reliable rules identified after entropy computation 
for shot classification are presented in this section.

The root node at level-0 (L0) analyzes the grass field pixels ratio. There exist 
several different possible outflows from the root node on the basis of GFPR. If the 
GFPR exceeds the threshold TLS, then further features are analyzed at level-1 (L1) 
to determine the possibility of either long, medium or close-up shot. Upper body 
detector (UBD) is examined at L1 in case of GFPR exceeds TLS . If UBD is true 
(i.e., upper body of person(s) detected), then the frame is classified as close-up 
view. In case UBD is false then face detector (FD) is analyzed at level-2 (L2) of 
the decision tree. If FD is true (i.e., face of person(s) detected) then the frame is 
also classified as a close-up view. In case FD is false then people/player detector 
(PD) is examined at level-3 (L3) of the decision tree. If PD lies below the thresh-
old TP then the frame is marked as a long view. In case PD exceeds TP then object 
scale (OS) is analyzed at level-4 (L4) of the decision tree. If OS is true (i.e., 
object(s) of significant size detected) then the frame is classified as a medium 

Fig. 3  Decision tree architecture for shot classification
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view. In case OS is false (i.e., no object(s) of significant size detected) then it is 
labeled as a long view at level-5 (L5) of the decision tree.

For cricket and baseball videos, if PFPR lies below the threshold TPF , then the 
frame is classified as a medium view frame else UBD is analyzed at L2. If UBD is 
true, then the frame is classified as a close-up view else FD is examined at L3. If 
FD is true, then it is also marked as a close-up view frame else PD is analyzed at 
L4 of the decision tree. If PD lies below the threshold TP then the current frame is 
marked as a long view frame else OS is analyzed at L5. If OS is true, then the frame 
is marked as a medium view else as a long view frame.

In addition, if GFPR exceeds the threshold TMS and lies below TLS (i.e., 
TLS > GFPR > TMS) , then PFPR is analyzed for cricket and baseball at L1. This is 
due to the fact that only cricket and baseball contain the pitch fields in the playing 
area unlike soccer that consists of grass field only. If PFPR exceeds the threshold TP, 
then the frame is detected as a long view at L2 of the decision tree. In case if PFPR 
lies below TP, then FD is examined at L2 of the decision tree. If FD is true, then the 
frame is marked as a close-up view else as a medium view frame.

For all of the three sports genre including soccer, if GFPR meets this condition 
( TLS > GFPR > TMS ), then PD is analyzed at L1. If PD exceeds threshold TP, then 
the frame is classified as a medium view frame at L2. In case PD lies below TP then 
UBD is examined at L2 of the decision tree. If UBD is true, then it is marked as 
a medium view frame else FD is analyzed at the next level. If FD is true, then the 
frame is labeled as a close-up view else as a medium view frame at L4 of the deci-
sion tree.

Moreover, if GFPR exceeds the threshold TCS and lies below TMS (i.e., 
TMS > GFPR > TCS ), then edge pixel ratio (EPR) is analyzed to discriminate 
between the close-up and out-of-field views. If EPR lies below the threshold TE, 
then the frame is classified as a close-up view else as an out-of-field/crowd view. 
This is due to the fact that out-of-field/crowd views contain maximum distribution 
of edge pixels. Additionally, if GFPR do not lie in the range of TCS and TMS i.e., 
! (TMS > GFPR > TCS) , then again EPR is investigated to discriminate among differ-
ent views. At L2, if EPR exceeds TE then out-of-field view is marked for the current 
frame else UBD is examined at the next level. If any of the UBD, FD, or OS is true 
at L2, L3, and L4, respectively, then the frame is labeled as a close-up view. In case 
all of UBD, FD, and OS are false then the current frame is detected as a long view 
frame as shown in Fig. 3.

3.3.1  Long view/shot classification

Long view/shot is classified using some low-level features (GFPR and PFPR) in 
combination with mid-level features (OS) and high-level features (FD, PD, and 
UBD). GFPR and PFPR are calculated by analyzing the color values of the hue 
component of ground field and pitch field pixels as described in Sect.  3.1. Rule-
based induction is applied to generate five rules for long shot classification as shown 
in Fig. 3. Entropy is computed to determine the most predictable rule that can clas-
sify the long shot with better accuracy. The least unpredictable rule selected for long 
shot classification is as follows:
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If GFPR exceeds TLS , PD lies below TP , and UBD, FD, and OS are false, then the 
corresponding frame is labeled as a long view frame. These conditions are applica-
ble to all three sports genre. In addition, if PFPR exceeds TP , PD lies below TP , and 
UBD, FD, and OS are false, then the corresponding frame is also labeled as a long 
view frame. These conditions are applicable to cricket and baseball videos as soccer 
field do not contains the pitch field area.

For long shot classification, GPFR and PFPR are analyzed against the thresh-
olds TLS and TPF, respectively. GFPR must exceed TLS and PFPR must exceed TPF 
as described earlier. TLS is set to 0.4, and TPF is set to 0.09 in the implementation 
of the proposed work. These values are adopted due to the optimal results obtained 
on these values after detailed experimentation. Moreover, it has been observed after 
watching massive amount of different field sports videos that long shot are usually 
comprised of majority of grass field color distribution.

Shown in Fig. 4 are the input sports video frame along with the grass field pixel 
distribution and pitch field pixel distribution of the long shots of cricket, baseball 
and soccer videos. GFPR and PFPR distribution are represented in the foreground 

RLS =

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

GFPR > TLS ∧ PD < TP ∧ FD = False ∧ UBD = False ∧ OS = False

∨

GFPR < TLS ∧ PFPR > TPF ∧ PD < TP ∧ FD = False ∧ UBD = False ∧ OS = False

Fig. 4  Row-1: long shots for cricket, row-2: long shots for baseball, row-3: long shots for soccer
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(i.e., white color in the frame) and rest of the content in the background (i.e., black 
color in the frame). We can clearly observe from Fig. 4 that the proposed method 
effectively computes the regions of grass field and pitch field pixels in the sports 
video. Since the soccer field do not contains the pitch field area, therefore, PFPR is 
not computed for soccer videos.

3.3.2  Medium view/shot classification

Medium view/shot is classified using the features of GFPR, PFPR, PD, FD, and 
UBD. Rule-based induction is applied in the same way to generate seven rules for 
medium shot classification as shown in Fig. 3. Entropy is computed to determine the 
most predictable rule that can classify the medium view with better accuracy, and 
achieves superior detection performance among the others. More specifically, the 
entropy of these seven rules is computed to filter the rule with lowest entropy value 
and later used for medium view classification.

The proposed method assigns a label of medium view to the current frame if the 
GFPR satisfy this condition (TMS < GFPR < TLS) , PFPR is lower than TPF and FD 
is false. These conditions are applicable to both cricket and baseball. In addition, the 
current frame is also labeled as medium view if GFPR lies between TLS and TMS , PD 
is greater than TP, FD is false, and UBD is true. These conditions are applicable to 
all three genre of sports videos. For medium shot classification, the selected rule is 
as follows:

For medium shot classification, GFPR is analyzed against the thresholds TLS and 
TMS . TMS is set to 0.25 in the implementation of the proposed work as the distri-
bution of grass field in medium shots is usually lower as compared to long shots. 
Moreover, the proposed method has achieved better results on this parameter value 
for TMS.

Figure 5 shows the input sports video frame along-with the grass field pixel dis-
tribution and pitch field pixel distribution frames of the medium shots for cricket 
and baseball. The GFPR and PFPR distribution in the video frames are represented 
in the same way as described earlier (Sect. 3.3.1). For soccer videos, grass field pixel 
distribution and player detector snapshots are presented in Fig. 5.

3.3.3  Close‑up view/shot classification

For close-up shot classification, EPR is used in combination of GFPR, FD, UBD, 
and OS. Ten rules are created from the decision tree by applying the rule-based 
induction to classify the close-up shots as shown in Fig. 3. The entropy of these ten 
rules are computed to select the rule with lowest entropy value and further used for 
close-up shot classification. The selected rule is listed below.

R
MS

=

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

T
MS

< GFPR < T
LS

∧ PFPR < T
PF

∧ FD = False

∨

T
MS

< GFPR < T
LS

∧ FD = False ∨ PD > T
P
∨ UBD = True
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Each frame is examined and classified as a close-up view if the GFPR satisfy this 
criteria (TCS < GFPR < TMS) and EPR is lower than the threshold TE . Additionally, 
if EPR lies below TE and FD, UBD, and OS are true, then the corresponding frame 
is also labeled as close-up view.

For close-up shot classification, GFPR is analyzed against the thresholds TCS and 
TMS , whereas, EPR is compared against the threshold TE . TCS is set to 0.1 and TE is 
set to 0.07. The reason to use lower values for EPR and GFPR is because of their 
distribution in close-up shots usually exist in small quantity in the sports videos. 
Moreover, optimal results are achieved on these parameter values after the detailed 
experimentation.

Figure 6 shows the input video frame, grass field pixel distribution, edge pixel 
distribution, face detector, and upper body detector of the close-up shots of cricket, 
baseball, and soccer. As it can be observed from Fig. 6 that the proposed method 
effectively calculates the GFPR, EPR, face and upper body detection in the close-up 
shots of cricket, baseball, and soccer videos.

R
CS

=

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

T
CS

< GFPR < T
MS

∧ EPR < T
E

∨

EPR < T
E
∧ FD = True ∨ UBD = True ∨ CC = True

Fig. 5  Row-1: medium shots for cricket, row-2: medium shots for baseball, row-3: medium shots for soc-
cer
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3.3.4  Out‑of‑field view/shot classification

The proposed method includes the out-of-field and crowd shots in one class. 
Some close-up shots can be misclassified into out-of-field shots in case if only 
GFPR is analyzed. The proposed method addresses this issue by using edge 
pixel ratio in combination with grass field pixel ratio. Canny edge detector [32] 
is employed to compute the edges. EPR is computed by comparing edge pixels 
to total number of pixels in each frame. Out-of-field/crowd shots contain more 
edges as compared to close-up shots. For each frame, EPR is compared against 
a threshold, TE set to 0.07 in the proposed work after detailed experimentation 
as described earlier. EPR feature effectively solves the issue of misclassification 
between the close-up and out-of-field/crowd shots. The current frame is labeled 
as out-of-field/crowd view if the GFPR meets these criteria (TCS < GFPR < TMS) 
and EPR must either exceed or equivalent to the threshold TE . Rule-based induc-
tion is applied in the same way as earlier to find the most reliable rule that can 
effectively identify the out-of-field view with maximum accuracy. Two rules are 
created from the decision tree for out-of-field shot classification. Entropy is com-
puted to find the optimal rule for out-of-field shot classification that is:

The input video frame along-with edge pixel distribution and grass field pixel distri-
bution frames for out-of-field shots of various sports genre are shown in Fig. 7. As 
it can be observed from Fig. 7 that edge pixel distribution is much higher in out-of-
field shots, whereas grass field pixel distribution is minimum as compared to other 
shots.

ROS =
{

Out-of-field Shot, TCS < GFPR < TMS ∧ EPR ≥ TE

Fig. 6  Row-1: close-up shots for cricket, row-2: close-up shots for baseball, row-3: close-up shots for 
soccer
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3.3.5  Majority voting scheme for shot classification

The proposed shot classification algorithm classifies each frame individually in 
a shot as either long, medium, close-up, or out-of-field views/shots. A majority 
voting scheme is employed to assign one shot category to each video shot among 
the long, medium, close-up, or out-of-field shots based on the following criteria.

where L, M, C, OF represents the counters of long, medium, close-up, and out-field 
frames and St is the category of shot.

4  Performance evaluation

Performance of the proposed shot classification method is evaluated on YouTube 
video dataset of field sports videos. Precision, recall, accuracy, error rate, and 
F1-score are used for to measure the performance of the proposed framework.

(5)St = max{L, M, C, OF}

Fig. 7  Row-1: out-of-field shots for cricket, row-2: out-of-field shots for baseball, row-3: out-of-field 
shots for soccer
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4.1  Dataset

For performance evaluation, we used YouTube video dataset [38] consisting of 50 
sports videos of a total duration of 100 h, where video lengths vary from 45 min to 
7 h. We selected YouTube dataset [38] to measure the performance of our method as 
same dataset was employed by existing state-of-the-art [6–8, 17, 21, 22]. Our dataset 
videos are diverse in terms of sports genre, video length, editing effects, shot types, 
illumination conditions (i.e., games captured in daylight and artificial-lights), etc.

Each video in the dataset has a frame resolution of 640 × 480 pixels and a frame 
rate of 25  fps. Videos belong to three sports categories, i.e., Cricket, Soccer, and 
Baseball. The dataset consists of videos from six major broadcasters, namely ESPN, 
Star Sports, Ten Sports, Sky Sports, Fox Sports, and Euro Sports. We selected dif-
ferent broadcasters to ensure the diversity in editing effects of the selected videos. 
The cricket videos contain samples from 2014 One Day International (ODI) series 
between South Africa and New Zealand, 2006 ODI series between Australia and 
South Africa, 2014 test series between Australia and Pakistan, 2014 ODI series 
between South Africa and New Zealand, 2014 (T20) cricket world cup tournament, 
and 2015 ODI cricket world cup tournament. The soccer videos contain samples 
from 2014 and 2018 FIFA world cups, and 2016 Euro-cup, and the baseball videos 
contain samples from 2015 Major League Baseball. Snapshots of the long, medium, 
close-up, and out-of-field/crowd shots of our dataset for Cricket, Soccer, and Base-
ball are shown in Fig. 8.

4.2  Experimental results

Objective evaluation criteria are used to measure the effectiveness of the proposed 
method in terms of shot classification for sports videos. To this end, the proposed 

Fig. 8  Snapshots of dataset, row 1: cricket, row 2: soccer, row 3: baseball
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method is used to classify each shot of the input sports video into either long, 
medium, close-up, or out-of-field/crowd shots. We used 60% shots of the dataset 
for training and remaining 40% for testing purpose. In this section, analysis of the 
results and various experiments are presented that are designed to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed method.

4.2.1  Objective evaluation

We designed this experiment to investigate the performance of the proposed deci-
sion trees-based framework for accurate classification of long, medium, close-up, 
and out-of-field shots of the sports videos.

Figure 9 shows the objective evaluation of the proposed shot classification method 
for Cricket, Soccer, and Baseball videos. The performance of the proposed method 
in terms of correctly labeling the shot type (i.e., long, medium, close-up, out-of-
field/crowd) among the total number of detected shots is remarkable as depicted in 
Fig. 9. Moreover, the performance of the proposed method in terms of true positive 
rate of the shot category among the total number of actual shots of that category in 
the input video is also excellent. The average precision of 91%, 97.65%, and 95.34%, 
and recall of 92.3%, 98.12%, and 98.43% for Cricket, Soccer, and Baseball indicate 
the effectiveness of the proposed method for shot classification.

Similarly, it can be observed from Fig. 9 that the ratio of the misdetection for var-
ious shot categories is extremely low. Contrary, true detection rate of various shot 
categories among the total number of shots is outstanding. The proposed method 
achieves an average error rate of 4.1%, 1.12%, 1.66%, and accuracy rate of 95.9%, 

Fig. 9  Detection performance
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98.88%, 98.34% for Cricket, Soccer, and Baseball videos. The reported results of 
error and accuracy rates signify the effectiveness of the proposed method for shot 
classification.

F-1 score is also computed to measure the test accuracy of the classification per-
formed by the proposed method. F1-score is an effective indicator for performance 
comparison in case some method has better precision but lower recall over other 
method. The proposed method achieves the F-1 score of 0.91, 0.97, and 0.96 for 
Cricket, Soccer, and Baseball, respectively, as shown in Fig.  9. The average F-1 
score of 0.94 signifies the effectiveness of the proposed method for better accuracy 
in terms of shot classification.

From the results presented in Fig. 9, we can observe that the performance of pro-
posed method marginally reduces to some extent for cricket videos as compared to 
baseball and soccer. This is due to low detection rate of close-up shots in cricket 
videos.

We also provided the details of the actual and detected shots of each category 
(i.e., long, medium, close-up, and out-of-field) for sports videos. Table 2 shows the 
detection rates of the actual and detected shots category for cricket, soccer, and base-
ball videos. From the results presented in Table 2, we can observe that the proposed 
method achieves remarkable shot detection performance for field sports videos. It is 
important to mention that the misdetection rate of close-up shots in cricket videos 
is high as compared to soccer and baseball videos. This is due to low face detec-
tion accuracy in close-up shots of cricket videos where batsman is seen wearing the 
helmet that blocks the full face exposure of the batsman. In this case, we experience 
more false negatives in face detection. Upper body detector feature improves the 
performance of close-up shots detection in this scenario. However, close-up shots 
where full view of upper body is unavailable and/or contains high density of GFPR, 
then the proposed method relies more on face detector for close-up shot detection.

4.2.2  ROC curve analysis

In this experiment we evaluated the performance of the proposed method through 
receiver operating characteristics curve analysis to present the classification perfor-
mance of the proposed method. The proposed method performs discrete classifica-
tion as it assigns a class label to each frame as an output. Each discrete classifica-
tion technique generates an (FPR, TPR) pair which represents a single point in ROC 

Table 2  Shots detection performance: actual versus detected shots

LA, actual long shots; LD, detected long shots; MA, actual medium shots; MD, detected medium shots; 
CA, actual close-up shots; CD, detected close-up shots; OA, actual out-of-field shots; OD, detected out-
of-field shots

Sports genre LA LD MA MD CA CD OA OD

Cricket 25,010 28,990 17,000 19,000 36,666 30,334 8000 7000
Soccer 38,007 39,993 35,410 34,590 43,050 41,060 22,500 23,000
Baseball 35,121 37,770 32,100 30,504 29,009 30,022 25,700 24,300
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space. ROC curves for Soccer, Baseball, and Cricket are shown in Fig. 10. It can be 
observed from Fig. 10 that the ROC curves of Soccer and Baseball provides excel-
lent classification performance. However, the ROC curve for Cricket shows a slight 
drop in the performance due to misclassification of close-up shots. This happens 
in close-up frames of batsman as the helmet blocks the exposure of full face that 
results to drop the accuracy of face detection method which is also used to classify 
the close-up shots.

4.2.3  Entropy computation for rules selection

In this experiment, the entropy of various rules in the decision tree is computed to 
select the most reliable rules for shot classification. Entropy is a measure of impu-
rity of a data sample that tells how well the classes are separated. We need to select 
those features that significantly reduce the unpredictability in terms of classification 
for each rule. Entropy is computed using [39] for various rules to filter the least 
unpredictable rule against each shot (i.e., long, medium, close-up, and out-of-field). 
We selected one rule against each shot category based on minimum entropy values 
and results are presented in Table 3.

It can be observed from Table 3 that the computed entropy values of the selected 
rules for each shot category are quite low. This indicates better predictability of the 
above chosen rules for long, medium, close-up, and out-of-field shots. Hence, the 

Fig. 10  ROC curve analysis

Table 3  Entropy of selected 
rules

Selected rules for shots Entropy

R
LS

0.13
R

MS
0.17

R
CS

0.28
R

OS
0.19
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above selected rules described in Sect.  3.2.3 can reliably be applied to detect the 
long, medium, close-up, and out-of-field shots for sports videos.

4.2.4  Performance comparison

Performance of the proposed method is compared with existing state-of-the-art to 
elaborate the effectiveness of the proposed method for shot classification. Detection 
performance of the proposed and existing shot classification techniques [6–8, 17, 21, 
22, 40] in terms of precision and recall is presented in Table 4.

In [7], histogram difference was used in combination of Markov model for shot 
boundary detection. Dominant color information of the field was used to classify 
the shot as long, medium, and close-up views. In [22], color and texture features 
were used to train the SVM to classify the shots into long, medium, and close-up. 
In [21], radial basis decomposition function (RBF) and Gabor wavelets were used to 
train the SVM for scene classification of sports videos. In [6], local and full-scene 
features were used to design a deep learning method for shot classification. In [8], 
Bayesian network was applied for shot classification of soccer videos. In [17], audio-
visual features were used to develop a summarization framework for soccer videos. 
Grass field color feature based on the specified threshold was used to detect the long 
shots in soccer videos. In [40], a deep neural network consisting of CNN and RNN 
was employed for shot classification and key-events detection of soccer videos.

The proposed decision tree framework performs significantly better than [6–8, 
17, 21, 22, 40] with two potential benefits. First, our framework is computationally 
efficient as compared to other state-of-the-art methods. The proposed framework 
has linear complexity O(f), where f represents the number of features. The depth of 
our decision tree is six; this operation can be executed in microseconds without any 
refined implementation. Our method is suitable to analyze the sports videos at real-
time. Second, the proposed decision tree architecture provides more interpretability 
as compared to black-box oriented deep learning models like [6, 40].

The comparative analysis of the proposed and existing methods in terms of pre-
cision, recall, and computational complexity of prediction models is provided in 
Table 4. From the statistics presented in Table 4, we can observe that the proposed 
method achieves best detection performance and minimum computational cost over 
comparative methods. Therefore, we conclude from this experiment that the pro-
posed shot classification method can reliably be used to classify the shots of field 
sports videos.

5  Conclusion and future work

The proposed decision tree framework for shot classification uses low-level fea-
tures in combination of mid- and high-level features to effectively classify the long, 
medium, close-up and crowd shots for field sports. Rule-based induction is applied 
to generate various rules for each shot category. We computed the entropy to select 
the rules that are least unpredictable in terms of shot classification. Since the base-
ball and cricket fields consist of both grass field and pitch field, therefore, pitch field 
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pixel ratio feature is used to generate rules for cricket and baseball only. The pro-
posed framework is computationally efficient and suitable to analyze the sports vid-
eos at real-time. Additionally, the proposed framework provides more interpretabil-
ity as compared to black-box oriented deep learning models. The proposed method 
is robust to illumination conditions, playing fields, variations in camera and motion, 
shot speed, game genre and structure, etc. Performance of the proposed method is 
evaluated on three different sports genre (i.e., baseball, cricket, soccer). The average 
precision of 94.7%, recall of 96.28%, and accuracy of 97.7% illustrates the effective-
ness of the proposed framework in terms of shot classification.

At this point, the face detection rate of the proposed method in cricket videos 
degrades to some extent in case the close-up shots present the batsman wearing hel-
met. This prevents the full exposure of face of the player and hence, face detec-
tion accuracy reduces marginally that ultimately decreases the accuracy of close-up 
shot classification in cricket videos. Upper body detector feature compensates for the 
accuracy drop of those close-up shots where upper body view is visible. However, 
close-up shots containing only the batsman face and/or abundance of grass field 
pixel ratio rely to some extent on accurate face detection. We are currently planning 
to investigate this problem in the future.
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